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Memory Craft 15000

I desire...

To Embroider Divine
Creations
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Now you can do even larger and
more thread intensive embroidery
in a single design layout. You
can expect approximately
1000 stitches per minute and
you can combine and import
your designs for a for a stitch
count of about 200,000.
Wirelessly connect to an
iPad® or a PC and explore
exciting creative possibilities
while enjoying world famous
Janome quality.
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GO TO JANOM OS, PROJECTS AND MOR
VIDE
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Needle Thread with Ease

A Bigger, more Vivid Touch
Screen to view Your Designs

No matter how high tech your sewing machine, you
want this basic task to be as easy as possible. The
MC15000 has an improved needle threader that
makes it truly hands free. You’ll appreciate this new
design with every thread change.

Enjoy the industry’s biggest screen! You will
feel like you are on a tablet computer with the
high definition display 9” in width with
touchscreen capability with and a resolution of
16,000,000 and 800 x 480 pixels.

Five Standard Hoops
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From the jumbo GR Hoop to the tiny Free Arm Hoop,
plus three square hoops in various sizes, perfect for
quilting designs and more. Variety right out of the box.

Design Embroidery & Stitches On Your PC

The powerful new HorizonLink™ Suite software contains
more options for design, remote operation, stitch
combination, plus an improved Stitch Composer™ tool.

2-3 Letter Monograms
With 11 Different Fonts
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Choose lettering from 11 different alphabets
and borders from 46 different motifs.

480 Built-In Designs,
Including Famous Designer Exclusives
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Divided into 15 categories, the designs have been optimized for
the five embroidery hoops or to be used as elements in building a
larger design. Well-known designers have contributed collections.

Connect Wirelessly To Your iPad®, Laptop & PC Via Your Home’s Wireless Network
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Your machine is designed to work with your favorite tech devices without having to hook up a bunch of cables. The MC15000 has built-in wireless
connectivity to your laptop, your PC, and now, via the free AcuMonitor™ and AcuEdit™ apps, to your iPad®!

Create Design
Layouts With The
AcuEdit™ App

iPad

It’s like opening up your
touch screen on your
iPad®. The AcuEdit™ app
gives you the complete
MC15000 embroidery
editing suite. Functions
include: Move, Rotate, Enlarge/Reduce, Mirror image,
Vertical flip, Centering, Cornering, Copy and Paste,
monogramming tools, and more. You can import
designs from your machine and send the finished
layout back when it’s ready to be stitched out.

Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Check Embroidery
Progress With The
AcuMonitor™ App

iPad

While your MC15000
is embroidering away
in your sewing room,
take your iPad® to the
kitchen and still keep
tabs on the stitch out.
AcuMonitor™ is an app designed to monitor your
machine using your home’s wireless network. You
can use it to watch the embroidery’s progress, check
your machine’s status, and view a list of all thread
colors for the design being embroidered.
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I Want To...
Take My Quilting
to a New Level
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Creating my design, choosing my colors,
changing my mind, trying something
new... and ending up with a work of
fabric art that’s uniquely mine. I might
be a modern stylist one day and a
traditionalist the next, but the stitching
has to be smooth and even every time. I
want to choose a creative direction and
follow it wherever it leads me.

GO TO JANOM
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Big Quilt? No Problem
Could you use a little more quilting room? The
new MC15000 has the largest workspace on any
Memory Craft with a 17.25” bed and 11” to
the right of the needle. Do traditional and
free motion quilting without worrying
about how you’re going to get your
quilt through the machine. No
matter how big your creative
ideas are, you’re going to
have the room to stitch
them out.

Designed For Smooth
Free Motion Quilting
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Effortless Free Motion Quilting with a
selection of four different accessory feet
and the friction-free table and bobbin
cover surfaces.

Embroidery Designs
Created Just For
Quilting

See Your Work
With New Clarity
There’s extensive LED lighting for a
shadow-free work space. For even
greater illumination in the needle
area, pull out the High Light™. It works
in conjunction with the AcuView™
magnifying system, which now includes
3 lenses of varying strengths.
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The MC15000 comes with dozens of
designs especially formatted to fit in
a quilt square. You’ll find stand-alone
embroidery designs as well as mix and
match, continuous line quilt motifs. The
perfect option is there for anything from
big blocks to charm squares.
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Quilt Multiple Layers
in Perfect Sync
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The AcuFeed Flex™ feeding system lets
you quilt through multiple, thick layers
with perfect precision. It utilizes two
widths of sewing feet. And you can easily
detach it when not in use.

Change Your Needle
Plate In One Quick Step
Instead of undoing screws and juggling
tools, simply push one lever to release
the installed plate, then snap the new
plate in place. The MC15000 includes
both standard and straight stitch plates.

Stipple Without A Long
Arm Using AcuFil™
Quilting
It’s a complete quilting system built
into your embroidery machine that can
calculate and lay out automatic stippling
to perfectly cover your entire quilt top.
Easy and dependable with beautiful
results.
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I Want...
The Power To Bring My
Creative Vision to Life
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Understanding that the easier the tools are
to use, the more creative I can become.
Giving me the speed, precision and
built-in options to take off on my own.
Guaranteeing the highest level of reliability
and ease-of-use right out of the box. I want
quality, variety and innovation. I want a
machine that thinks like me.

GO TO JANOM
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Our Super-Precise Embroidery Unit
Gives You Fantastic Stitch Quality

Choose From 500 Stitches,
Many 9mm Wide

Janome Memory Craft embroidery machines have always
set the standard for professional-quality embroidery. And
the unit on the MC15000 takes this legacy even further. The
unit utilizes three Linear Motion Guides with five ball bearing
blocks to give an extremely stable and accurate embroidery
motion. It’s the same technology used in our high tech
industrial robots and the result is embroidery stitch
quality you simply can’t find anywhere else. And you can
do regular sewing while the unit is attached.

The most sewing and decorative
stitches ever on a Memory Craft
and 13 buttonholes. Choose from
Heirloom, Appliqué, Quilting and
more. Many are 9mm wide for a
bigger, bolder effect.
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Create Your Own Custom
Stitches On Your PC With Stitch
Composer™ Software
Design original decorative stitches
from scratch, using the updated Stitch
Composer™. It’s easier than ever, and you
can use your new creation just like a built-in
stitch, altering length and width and adding
it to combinations.

Easily Edit And Combine
Stitches

Vary The Width Of Your
Zigzag While You Sew

Each stitch is easily modified
for length and width. Dozens of
them can be flipped vertically
and horizontally. And you can
combine various stitches to make custom sequences that
can be immediately stitched out or saved to memory.

Begin sewing with a straight
stitch. Then widen to a 9mm
zigzag without stopping or
ever taking your hands off your
fabric. With Variable Zigzag, you use the knee lifter to
broaden and taper stitches as you sew in ordinary or
free motion modes.
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TECHNOLOGY TO TAKE YOU
ANYWHERE YOU WANT TO GO

24”

LOTS OF WORK SPACE WITHOUT
DOMINATING YOUR WORK SPACE

• High Definition Color Touch Screen LCD: 9” diagonal;
W 4.6” x H 7.7” (W 118.1 x H 196.8 mm)
• Screen Display Colors: 16,000,000
• Shadow-Free Lighting Across The Sewing Bed:
10 white LED lamps in 5 locations
• Eye level stitch chart
• Horizontal Accent Light with 60 color settings
• AcuView™ Magnifier with 3 pieces
• Retractable High Light™

• Sewing Speed: 60 - 1,060 spm
• Embroidery Speed: 400 - 1,000 spm
(adjustable every 100 spm)
• Available Clothsetter™
• AcuGuide™ Automatic Cloth Guide
• Automatic Thread Cutter
• 91 Needle Positions
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MORE VARIETY MEANS MORE FLEXIBILITY
& MORE CREATIVITY

• 21 presser feet standard
• Five Embroidery Hoops Standard:
GR: 9.1” x 11.8” (230 x 300 mm), SQ23: 9.1” x 9.1” (230 x 230 mm),
SQ14: 5.5” x 5.5” (140 x 140 mm), ASQ22: 8.7” x 8.7” (220 x 220
mm), Free Arm FA10: 3.9” x 1.6” (100 x 40 mm)
• 480 Built-in Embroidery Designs
• 11 Embroidery Fonts
• 500 Built-In Stitches, including 13 One-Step Buttonholes
• 3 Monogram fonts, with European letters, plus border
• Maximum Zigzag Width: 9mm; Maximum Stitch Length:
5mm (forward and reverse)
Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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THE MOST POPULAR
EASE-OF-USE FEATURES

Speed Control Slider
Memorized Needle Up/Down
Extra-High Presser Foot Lift
Snap-On Feet
Jump Thread Trimming
Auto Return After Thread Break
Embroidery Editing: Resize, Combine, Duplicate, Flip, Arc, Group,
Drag & Drop, Zoom, Trace, and User Color Choice
Plenty of accessory storage in lid and base
Knee Lifter: Adjustable maximum width + Variable Zig zag
Independent Bobbin Winding Motor
Horizontal Full Rotary Hook
7-Piece Feed Dog With Auto Drop
Fully Automatic Needle Threader

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR EXPERT JANOME RETAILER
Janome Flyer a division of Toews Sewing
2518A Clearbrook Rd. Abbotsford, BC V2T 2Y2
1-800-661-1801 www.janomeflyer.com

Custom
Extension Table

Premium Accessory
Carrying Case:
Holds the 40+
Standard Accessories
with room for more.

SEW AND EMBROIDER FASTER AND
WITH MORE POWER AND PRECISION
THAN EVER
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• Size with embroidery unit:
W 24.6” x H 12.7” x D 14.6” (W 624 x H 322 x D 370 mm)
• Size without embroidery unit:
W 24.6” x H 12.7” x D 10.1” (W 624 x H 322 x D 257 mm)
• Total Work Space: L 17.25” x H 10” (L 438 x H 254 mm)
• Bed Space To Right Of Needle: L 11” x H 4.7” (L 280 x H 120 mm)
• Free Arm/Flat Bed Convertible
• Machine weight: 34.6 lbs (15.7 kg)
• Maximum Embroidery Size: 9.1” x 11.8” (230 x 300 mm)
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ENJOY THE EXPERIENCE:
QUIET, HIGH-DEF, BRIGHT & CLEAR
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• iPad® Connection: Wireless
• PC Connection: Horizon Link™ Suite and Wireless
• HorizonLink™ Suite Software Package,
including AcuFil™ Quilting Suite and Stitch Composer™
• 2 Available iPad® Apps: AcuEdit™ & AcuMonitor™
• USB Ports: 2 Master Ports, 1 Slave Port
• Built-in Memory Banks: up to 4MB
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Memory Craft 15000

Extra Large Foot
Controller w/ Thread
Cutter Switch
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One-Of-A-Kind Features On
The Horizon Memory Craft 15000

Many features on the MC15000 are so unique,
they’re either currently patented or have patents
pending:
• Embroidery Unit Locking Mechanism
• Lower Thread Sensor
• Embroidery Hoop Design
• One-step Needle Plate Converter
• Stainless Free-arm Cover
• Embroidery Foot
• Easy Set Bobbin
• Magnifying Glass Holder
• Needle Plate (with special guide patterns)

